The trek to Kenmare.

June 2017.

The bi-annual pilgrimage to the Kenmare Bay Hotel saw twenty-two riders
leaving Cloghroe on Friday 9th June. Thankfully the day was dry, if blustery, as
the split peloton made their way southwest via Macroom and then Ballingeary
for caffeine. Ever onwards, through the pass of the leap of the deer, to Kealkill
and Ballylickey for more nourishment. The tunnel road out of Glengarriff is a
steady rise of ground, and, after 100 kms some legs are hurting. Sheila,
Richard, Liam and Tracey still manage some pep to zoom up the climb and are
fast on the heels of Dermot, Cillian, Seanie, Anthony and Billy. Over the top,
no beating drums to greet us, and everyone tears downhill to Neidin and to the
warm waters of the leisure centre in the KBH. These weekends always allow
time for good social interactions and a quart in Crowley’s bar before
sumptuous fare in Weir’s helped everyone to unwind after the 120 km ride. BK
was in charge of the administrative load, collecting the euros and negotiating
the best rates to everyone’s benefit. The fact that he is able to do this with a
smile, a witty remark and often with a song is a real bonus. The Leeroadies are
well served with a small nucleus of dedicated cyclists who oversee expeditions
near and far, arrange van pick-ups, organize new gear and manage the weekly
bulletins that keep us all informed and involved.
The Saturday spin took us up the N71 to Molly Kissanes sheebeen and to the
place on old maps that is named the leap of the stag. The conditions appear to
be in our favour? The wind is at our backs and we are delighted with our pace
up to the gap! At the top, a left turn on to the R568 brought us into a gale force
wind and a different day presented itself. We ploughed on past Barfinnihy
Lake before eventually finding some respite towards Scarteen on the Sneem
road. We took the second exit road on our right at Gearha, and entered into
the Kealduff valley and the shelter of its densely packed conifers. The river is
in spate, and the brown and white torrent roars through the valley towards the
sea. The road tumbles and rolls towards Bealach an Beime, (the way/path of the
notch/gap), through the town lands of Tooreennafersha, Bohacullia and
Derrynablaha. On our left, the summit of Mullach an Attin, (mountain of gorse)
and the area known as ‘the pocket’ rises sharply to over 773m.
As we focus on the approaching climb we have no time to consider that we are
pedalling through a valley renowned for its prehistoric art carvings. On the
slopes of Derrynablaha, (the oak wood of the flowers), are boulders dotted with
ancient rock carvings that look eastwards towards Lough Brin and cnoc an
Mheannain, (pinnacle hill). It’s an almost unknown national treasure, a valley of
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breathtaking grandeur dotted with the largest concentration of prehistoric art
in Ireland!
Ken Williams, a professional photographer, has a site
http://www.shadowsandstone.com/Ancient-Ireland with splendid pictures of
the art. Click on ‘rock Art’, click on ‘Derrynablaha’ and enjoy the tour!
See the following link for more on Derrynablaha and an update of a recent
UCC survey of the carvings.
https://roaringwaterjournal.com/tag/derrynablaha/

Looking east with Lough Brin in the background.
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As if by magic, a smooth tour de France, or Healy-Rae, tarmac appears. The
combination of a great surface and the wind at our backs allow us to sail up to
Ballaghabeama. Of course it tests us, but everyone is delighted to be up and
over and we descend like hares towards Glencar.

Sheila at Ballaghabeama

Dermot on top!

Con & Anthony crest the gap.

Billy on the rise!

).
Lar makes the cut!

Liam on the chase!
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No matter what, Ian always manages a smile!

Tracey and Kathryn glide over the gap!

At the Climber’s Inn, (Jackie Walsh’s), a posse of riders decide to stretch their
legs with a detour around Caragh Lake. They marvel at the raging waters of the
upper Caragh River, as it thunders though Blackstone’s bridge, below. Their
loop eventually brought them to food in Killorglin, before gaining Beaufort and
then rejoining the planned route at the gap of Dunloe.

Harry, Brendan, Liam, Cillian and Albert at Blackstone’s Bridge.
(Please note the broad smile on the proud Kilkenny man, 2nd left.
This picture was taken before the Pike men caused a ‘movement in the force’ later that day!)
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The other riders follow the
mountain road as it skirts the
western
fringes
of
the
Macgillycuddies
at
Lough
Acoose and after a long 60 kms
reach Dunloe. The gap is busy
as usual, but thankfully we
arrive before the lunch rush
and because of the wind all
bikes are left lying on the
ground!
Lunch stop at the Gap of Dunloe.

Brendan & Anna near Glencar bridge.

Anna & Tracey at The gap of Dunloe.

Fed and watered, we head up the gap and into the teeth of the gale as it
funnels through the mountain valley at an unnerving rate of knots. On more
than one occasion the wind whips body and bike left and right across the
narrow road. In hindsight, we all agreed that we were fortunate to survive the
day unscathed and without serious mishap. Over the top of the gap to the
applause of the two walkers, sheltering from the raging winds, in ‘madman’s
seat’ and we descended into the Cumeen Dubh. Once we lose altitude and the
wind abates, the only danger is the jarveys, whose tired horses demand the full
width of the road!
We regroup at the road junction to Lord Brandon’s cottage and watch the
Owenreagh River in spate as its floodwaters cascade towards the upper lake.
Richard pulls hard at the front to help us complete the lumpy 10kms to the
bottom of the climb up to Molls’ gap. The pull up to the main road is,
thankfully, wind assisted! Declan makes a surge and is almost caught by the
fast approaching Dermot. Pastilles and wine gums provide a sugar boost at the
Avoca shop, where three Scottish cyclists question our sanity at riding on a day
like today! Back down the N71 to our comfortable refuge at the KBH. It felt
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good to get back in one piece. Had we known that it was going to be a Dingle
mark 2, we might never have ventured out? As it was, we were exhilarated and
delighted to have finished.
To (cycle) such side-roads, such main roads, such ramps, such roundabouts;
To cross such bridges, to by pass such villages, such towns,
As (we) did on this (Saturday).
(With apologies to Paul Durcan, ‘Rosie Joyce’).

Cillian makes his report to a stunned audience!

Sunday morning was dull and spitting with light rain, as small groups of two’s
and three’s left Neidin for the journey home.
I felt a song coming on, and wished we had BK or Michael C for company!
As I leave behind Neidin,
Its like purple splashed on green,
My soul is strangely led
Through the winding hills ahead,
And she plays a melody
On winds and streams for me,
Won’t you remember, won’t you remember?
Won’t you remember me?
(Jimmy MacCarthy).
We still had the wind at our backs and Dermot, Cillian and Seanie were
determined to break all land speed records for their dash to Cork. Their route
took them over Coom and then they belted down the precipitous descent into
Ballyvourney. Others stuck to the ‘Healy-Rae’ tarmac to Loo Bridge, and then
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over the county bounds to join the bolters for coffee at the Mills. Then, once
through Clondrohid, it was the usual Tuesday/Thursday route via
Bealnamarbh, Dripsey to our homes home cois laoi. The sprinters managed a
32km average and were showered and feet up, in less than three hours from
door to door. Another 93 kms done and grinning from ear to ear!
A wonderful few day in the Kingdom, a heart stopping Saturday, great
camaraderie, great crew and all of us home safe and sound.
“But, then, at the end of day I could always say,
Well, now, I am going home.
I felt elected, steeped, and sovereign to be able to say,
I am going home.”
(Paul Durcan, again, with a few lines form ‘Windfall, 8, Parnell Hill, Cork’).

Sean Kelly in the Gap, 1986 Nissan tour.

The rise of ground from Black lake to Cushvalley lake in the Gap, (stock photo).
Just to remind ourselves of the pull!
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